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Abstract

We consider the main notions ofG-quasiasymptotic (G-q.a.) analysis:G-q.a. behavior at zero,
G-q.a. expansion at infinity,Sc-asymptotic and boundedness,Sc-expansion at infinity and their ap-
plications to the asymptotic behavior of the solution to some types of nonlinear PDEs in Colombeau
algebra of generalized functionsG.
 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The q.a. behavior [27] andS-asymptotic [24] play important role in the investigations of
the asymptotic behavior of the generalized functions’ integral transforms. Also, asymptotic
behaviors of distributions were used in investigations of analytical properties of quantum
field elements. These results pushed forward the study of analytical properties of distrib-
utions and so the mathematical tool was developed (cf. [5,11,25,27]). Notions of q.a. and
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S-asymptotic behavior and expansions of Schwartz distributions are analyzed in [25,27]
(cf. references of these monographs). Systematic and simplified approach to asymptotic
expansions by the use of distributions is given in [8].

Distributions in the framework of asymptotic analysis allow preformation of many an-
alytical operations and assign values of divergent integrals. These notions are extended to
Colombeau algebra by the authors in [18,21,22]. Definition ofG-q.a. expansion at zero,
basic properties and evaluation of some generalized functions inG \ D′ are given in [21]
and [22]. We refer to [19] for related questions viaG-q.a. behavior at zero.

Asymptotic analysis in Colombeaualgebra of generalized functionsG which is the
larger space than the space of distributionsD′ allowing their multiplications, has a lot of
advantages. We prove that the properties ofS-asymptotic and boundedness, q.a. behavior
and expansion inD′ are preserved inG, but the spaceG is a source of new properties, useful
for application. It preserves the classical properties but it gives new ones not available in
classical approach. We introduced and investigated in [17] and [20] theG-q.a. behavior at
zero inG. We give a new way of q.a. analysis and expansion in Colombeau setting outside
the classical approach since we consider elements fromG \D′.

In this paper we consider the three main notions in q.a. analysis: q.a. behavior at zero,
q.a. expansion andS-asymptotic at infinity inG. We give the systematical extension of the
q.a. method from Schwartz theory of distributions to Colombeau algebraG. The applica-
tions ofG-q.a. behavior andSc-asymptotic and boundedness to PDEs are displayed.

We show that the Cauchy problem for a semilinear strictly hyperbolic(n×n)-system (2)
in two independent variables, has a solution whoseG-q.a. behavior at zero is determined
by theG-q.a. behavior at zero of the initial data.

We give the definition ofG-q.a. expansion at infinity in Colombeau spaceGt and
describe its basic properties. We evaluate powers ofδn, n ∈ N. We expanded quasias-
ymptotically theδ2(x, t) with respect (w.r.) to the corresponding scale and apply it in the
analysis, of the singular part of wave equation of the form (20) below. We obtain theG-q.a.
expansion of the solution along the characteristic lines which is a consequence ofG-q.a.
expansion of the initial data which are(δ2, δ2).

In spite of the fact that the embedding of distributions is not canonical in simplified
version of Colombeau algebra that version is in the line with other Colombeau algebras.
The nonuniqueness of the embedding is not obstacle for the application of the theory.

We give the extension of the notion ofS-asymptotic and boundedness fromS ′ to Gt ,
as the notions ofSc-asymptotic, respectivelySc-boundedness at infinity in Colombeau al-
gebra of tempered generalized functionsas the analogous to the corresponding ones in
classical theory. We give the main characterizations of these notions and application of
them in solving semilinear parabolic equations with singular initial data. Results concern-
ing this subject are given mostly in one space dimension. In many dimensional case instead
of interval[0,∞), a coneRn+ is used, and in the case of general coneΓ , the assertions are
slightly complicated (cf. [25]). We analyze a semilinear parabolic equation with conser-
vative nonlinear term (or without it) and singular initial data through theSc-asymptotic,
respectivelySc-boundedness of the initial data. In appropriate cases theSc-asymptotic,
respectivelySc-boundedness of the solution is obtained.
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